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ABSTRACT

Direct volume rendering (DVR) is a well-known method for exploring volumetric data sets. Optical properties are assigned to the volume data and then a DVR algorithm produces visualizations by sampling volume elements and projecting them into the image plane. The mapping from voxel values to optical attribute values is known as transfer function (TF). Therefore, the quality of a visualization is highly dependent on the TF employed, but its specification is a non-trivial and unintuitive task. Without any help during the TF design process, the user goes through a frustrating and time-consuming trial-and-error cycle. This paper presents a useful combination of TF design techniques in an interactive workspace for volume visualization. Our strategy relies on semi-automatic TFs generation methods: boundary emphasis, stochastic evolutive search in TF space, and manual TF specification aided by dual domain interaction. A two-level user interface was also developed. In the first level, it provides multiple simultaneous interactive visualizations of the volume data using different TFs, while in the second one, a detailed visualization of a single TF and the respective rendered volume are displayed. Moreover, in the second level, the TF can be manually refined and the volume can be further inspected through geometric tools. The techniques combined in this work are complementary, allowing easy and fast TF design and data exploration.

© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Volume rendering is widely known as a set of methods for visualization of large three-dimensional (3D) scalar or vector fields, mainly in medical and scientific data exploration. In these areas, one often deals with 3D images, such as those obtained from CT and MRI devices or numerical simulation data. Volume rendering techniques and algorithms are well described in the literature [1], and can be classified as isosurface extraction methods and direct volume rendering (DVR) methods. The former methods extract polygonal meshes representing isosurfaces in the volume and then use the traditional rendering pipeline to display the meshes (see [2], for a well-known example). On the other hand, DVR methods display volume data without extracting an intermediate geometry. DVR and its advantages were first described by Levoy [3]. Modern graphics hardware supports volume rendering at interactive rates using either of these approaches.

To obtain useful images through DVR, voxels have to be classified in order to determine which ones must be displayed. This classification is typically performed by transfer functions (TFs), which associate values of optical attributes to voxels based on their values. Opacity and color are the most common optical properties used in TFs. The degree of opacity can make a voxel more or less visible and is normally used to emphasize voxels in boundaries between different homogeneous regions of the volume [4]. Other optical properties may also be used, such as specular reflection coefficients [5], spectral reflectance [6] and light scattering coefficients [7]. More recently, the concept of style TFs was introduced by Bruckner and Gröller [8], who used TFs to define the rendering style of volume regions based on data values and eye-space normals. The information conveyed by an image built from volume data is, therefore, highly dependent on the quality of the TF. However, TF design is a non-trivial and unintuitive task, and has been referred as one of the top 10 problems in volume visualization [9].
One-dimensional (1D) TFs take into account only scalar voxel values, and are the most common TFs, although having a limited classification power. On the other hand, multi-dimensional TFs allow more freedom in voxel classification by taking as arguments vectorial values or combinations of local measures of scalar fields, such as derivative values [10,11], neighborhood, position [12], curvature [13,14] and statistical signatures [15]. Notwithstanding, the design complexity grows with the size of the TF domain [10], and the memory required to implement truly multi-dimensional TFs restricts their application [16]. In this work, we adopted 1D TFs due to their simplicity and low-memory requirements, since they can be implemented as small lookup tables. Furthermore, the pre-integrated volume rendering technique, proposed by Engel et al. [17], allows high-quality DVR at interactive rates using 1D TFs.

Designing TFs with no assistance leads to trial-and-error efforts. Therefore, several automatic and semi-automatic techniques for specifying TFs have been proposed [4,8,15,18–23]. They can be guided by analysis of the volumetric data (data-driven) or analysis of the generated images (image-driven) [9]. In any case, to make the process less frustrating and less time-consuming, the user must be given a rapid feedback with real-time rendering frame rates.

The main contribution of our work is a two-level interface method that combines a set of useful tools for semi-automatic 1D TF design and fast data exploration in an interactive workspace. The first level of our interface presents several thumbnails of the volume data rendered with different TFs, allowing immediate insight of the main structures in the data set. The second level shows a detailed visualization of a single TF as well as the resulting rendering. TFs can be easily generated and refined using semi-automatic boundary emphasis, stochastic evolutive search and manual design aided by dual domain interaction [11]. These three approaches are complementary and were successfully combined in this work, improving the idea of two-level interaction proposed by Prauchner et al. [24].

This paper extends our previous work [25] with an improved interface and an experimental evaluation of our approach. We implemented a history tree that keeps track of the TF evolution and allows the user to go back to a previously specified TF. The evaluation was performed as an experiment with 15 subjects who accomplished two visualization tasks with different data sets. This way we tested the usability of our methods with potential users. We also implemented a set of geometric tools for volume inspection inspired by the work of Dietrich et al. [26], but their description is beyond the scope of this article.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the closest related works. Section 3 describes the proposed interface and the TF design techniques provided within it. Implementation details are addressed in Section 4, while in Section 5 we present the evaluation of our tools. At last, in Section 6, we draw some conclusions and point directions for future work.

2. Related work

The TF specification problem has received much attention from researchers. Traditional approaches rely on user effort in adjusting control points of a graphic plot of the TF [27]. The control points—scalar values associated with values of optical attributes—are then interpolated in order to build the TF. However, with no clues or prior knowledge about the data, this is a “blind process”. Some data-driven approaches provide users with higher-level information [18,23] that helps in obtaining insight about the data distribution, thus supporting manual TF design. Some methods hide the TF from the user through abstractions: Tzeng et al. [28] implemented multi-dimensional TFs as neural networks or support vector machines, providing users with a simple interface for selection of voxels as training sets for the learning process; He et al. [21] used genetic algorithms to perform stochastic evolutive TF design, requiring the user to only choose the best rendered images, i.e., the best TFs. Other methods offer a simplified space for TF specification. Rezk-Salama et al. [29] created models of TFs that are carefully adjusted by specialists for several data sets of the same type in order to reveal the desired structures. Then, they applied PCA to represent the parameter set of each model by a single variable with an associated semantic. The models can be reused for new data sets by setting only that variable. Sereda et al. [30] used hierarchical clustering to group voxels according to their LH signatures [31]. The user navigates through the hierarchy searching for the branches corresponding to regions of interest. LH signatures also constitute a two-dimensional (2D) space for definition of TFs where boundaries in the data set are easily classified. Bruckner and Gröller [8] represent pre-defined shading styles as lit spheres that the user can choose to build rendering style TFs. This technique allows the user to obtain TF-guided non-photorealistic visualizations of volumes. We have also worked on multi-dimensional TFs specification [32], using self-organizing maps to perform non-linear dimensional reduction of multi-dimensional voxel values, creating an abstraction of the nD TF domain in an easy-to-use interface.

Kindlmann and Durkin [4] proposed a derived space for specification of opacity TFs in which the user assigns opacity levels to voxels as a function of the distance between the voxel and the nearest boundary. The authors assume that boundaries are smoothed by a Gaussian filtering process due to the Gaussian frequency response of 3D scanners. Informative histograms are built relating voxel scalar values to first and second derivative values. From these histograms, the mean first and second derivative values associated with each voxel value are used to estimate the distance to the nearest border. Boundaries often need to be emphasized, thus voxel values with small estimated distances are associated with large opacity values.

The design galleries method [22] is based on the generation of a wide set of TFs through a dispersion algorithm, in a pre-processing phase. Then, the obtained TFs are used to render thumbnails that are grouped by similarity and presented in an interface where the user can pick and zoom in the most appealing thumbnails to observe the resulting image. The stochastic approach for TF design proposed by He et al. [21] also uses galleries of thumbnails. The authors represent TFs as vectors of control points and the smooth interpolation of the control points produces the actual TF. The method employs genetic algorithm operators to create new TFs from the previous ones. The mutation operator changes control points, while the crossover operator produces new TFs by concatenating sub-vectors of control points from different TFs. Given a set of TFs, and their respective rendered images presented as thumbnails, the “best” ones are selected as parents, either by the user or through automatic evaluation based on objective image processing metrics. The initial TFs are randomly specified and the TF population evolves as the parents are selected, and new TFs are generated by applying the operators mentioned above to the current parents.

Prauchner et al. [24] used Kindlmann and Durkin’s method [4] to classify the voxel values by the estimated distance to the nearest border. The voxel scalar values with the smallest distances are selected and random subsets of these values are then built. The values in the subsets are used as control points which receive random color and random opacity value. Each TF is obtained by interpolating the control points in one of those subsets. The generated TFs are used to render a gallery of thumbnails of the volume data, similarly to the design galleries method. This is the first level of the two-level interaction interface proposed by
In the second level, the user can visualize a selected thumbnail in high resolution and refine its TF by manually adjusting the control points. The thumbnails can be re-generated at any time using new TFs.

Our method [25] improves the TF specification process by combining features from the approaches referred above into a general-purpose interactive workspace that implements image-driven and data-driven TF design through a two-level interface. The set of features provided by our interface is described in the next section.

3. TF specification

Most researchers agree that TF specification methods should not overload the users nor exclude them from the process [9]. The quality of a TF depends on the amount of information conveyed by the generated image—a subjective metric. Therefore, it is hard to automatically evaluate how “good” a TF is. Fully automatic TF specification methods may miss important features of the volume while completely manual TF design may demand a lot of effort and time, mainly from users that do not have prior knowledge about the data. In this section we outline some features that are desired in TF design tools and then we present our method.

3.1. Requirements for TF design tools

A TF design interface should offer useful information about the data as well as guidelines for the TF building process. The interface may also suggest sets of TFs based on heuristics or mathematical criteria, but the choice between the alternatives should be made by the user. Abstractions of the TF specification process can also be applied with success as shown by Tzeng et al. [12] and Rezk-Salama [29]. In any case, the user makes decisions and sees the results; hence immediate feedback is needed to make the process continuous, with minimum cognitive effort.

Experienced users working with known data can find good TFs with relatively few interactions with a simple manual TF editing interface. However, when the data are unknown, a trial-and-error approach may not be a good choice. In these cases, a two-level interface for TF specification like the one proposed by Prauchner et al. [24] is very useful. The different thumbnails presented in the first level allow an immediate insight of several volume structures. However, the potential benefits of a two-level interface were not thoroughly explored in that work. The TFs of the most appealing thumbnails selected from the set presented in the first level of interaction may also be used as a basis to generate other TFs. Moreover, the manual refinement should be more flexible and the interface must allow interaction in both TF and spatial domains in order to improve the understanding of their correlation. Changes in the TF must have immediate effect in the rendered volume, and voxel values queried in the spatial domain must be also shown in the TF domain [11]. We try to fulfill all these requirements with our two-level interface.

3.2. Two-level interaction overview

Our method combines three techniques for TF design: boundary emphasis, stochastic search and manual specification with dual domain interaction. The two-level interaction is summarized in Fig. 1.

User interaction starts at the first level, where thumbnails generated initially through the boundary emphasis technique are shown. At this level, the user can generate new TFs (new thumbnails) by either reapplying boundary emphasis or selecting thumbnails as parents and then applying stochastic search. The user can also select a single thumbnail, action which leads to the second level of interaction, where he/she can apply boundary emphasis and manual design only to the selected TF. Any changes in the TF selected for the second level do not affect the other TFs exhibited in the first level. The user can change back to the first level anytime. The TF design techniques combined in the proposed interface are described in the next subsections.

3.3. Boundary emphasis

The initial set of TFs for rendering the thumbnails in the first level of interaction is generated using a boundary emphasis technique, based on a 3D histogram that relates voxel values to the first and second derivatives, following Kindlmann and Durkin [4]. Like Prauchner et al. [24], we use the histogram approach to choose control points for the TFs. The control points correspond to voxel values that are probably in a boundary region, and receive opacity values chosen randomly between a maximum and a minimum value. When building the TF lookup table, an interval of voxel values around each control point is assigned with non-zero opacities in a decreasing manner, depending on the distance from the control point, which builds triangular shapes in the opacity TF. The width of the intervals is adjustable. The color TFs are also designed to emphasize boundaries. Each control point is associated with two different random colors: one for voxel values larger than the control point's value, and another for the smaller ones. Between two control points, the color values are linearly interpolated. This way, boundary regions present color discontinuities, as suggested by Fujishiro et al. [33]. Fig. 2 shows the benefits of this method for color TF generation as well as the triangular shapes in the opacity TF centered at boundary values. In the TF graphic plots, voxel values are represented as the horizontal axes, while opacity values are represented as the vertical axes. The color TF is directly represented.

3.4. Stochastic evolutive TF design

In order to generate the TFs employed for rendering thumbnails for the first level of interaction, we not only use the
histogram approach by Kindlmann and Durkin [4], but also a more flexible implementation of the technique proposed by He et al. [21]. While their implementation of genetic algorithms codifies TFs as vectors of control points taken as genes, our codification of a TF is the TF lookup table itself, where the entries are the genes. This way we can easily combine the stochastic search with any other method for 1D TF design.

The method works as follows. Given a set of thumbnails and associated TFs, the user selects the best ones to be the parents of a new population, as shown in Fig. 3. Then, the TFs produce descendants by mutation, crossover or both, in a random way, and a new set of TFs (and thumbnails) are obtained, preserving only the parents. By selecting and deselecting thumbnails of the new set (population), the user can define the parents of the next TF population. If the quality of a particular thumbnail could not be properly evaluated due to its low resolution, the image can be better inspected in the second level of interaction, which shows a high resolution rendering of the volume. The crossover and mutation operators are described below.

- **Crossover**—crossover operator randomly takes two TFs among those selected as parents and cuts them at two points, also randomly determined. The interval between the two points of one TF is combined with the two outer intervals (defined by the same two points) of the other TF, as shown in Fig. 4a. In the graphic plot, the horizontal axis represents voxel values and the vertical one represents opacity. The vertical black lines are the two cutting points.

- **Mutation**—mutation operator can be applied repeatedly to a TF. Fig. 4b shows a TF and three types of mutation (M1, M2 and M3) applied to regions defined by pairs of points marked as vertical black lines. M1 is a triangular mutation: an opacity value is defined for the center of the mutation and a linear interpolation is applied between the central opacity value and the opacity values at each border of the mutation. M2 is a random mutation: the opacities are randomly set for the voxel values around the mutation center. M3 is a rectangular mutation. The center and the range of the mutations as well as colors and opacities are randomly set between limited intervals. There is also a fourth type of mutation: a random global scale applied to all opacity values.

The genetic operators produce high frequency features in the TF domain, which might cause artifacts in the resulting images. Since we implemented Engel’s pre-integrated volume rendering method [17], which deals very well with high frequencies, those features do not affect the images rendered by our tool.

### 3.5. Manual specification

We propose a simple interface for manual specification of TFs at the second level of interaction. The user draws directly on the TF graphic plot. By dragging the mouse with the left button pressed, the user draws a line, setting the shape of the opacity TF, as shown in Figs. 5(a)–(c). Using the mouse right button, instead, the user sets an interval of influence in the voxel value axis. The selected interval is affected by color selection or scale changes in the opacity values. Once an interval is set, the user can select a color from a color picker. The interval is painted with this color linearly interpolated with the existing ones, as shown in Figs. 5(d) and (e). The center of the interval receives the selected color and the contribution of that color decreases toward the borders of the interval. Using the keyboard, the user can scale the opacities in the selected interval (see Fig. 5f). During manual TF modification, the voxel value under the cursor is shown in a small box (Figs. 5(b) and (c)).

When users are able to make correlations between TF domain and spatial domain, manual TF design becomes simpler. Presenting colors in the TF graphic plot helps in this way. The colors used to render the volume are also used to paint the TF plot, thus providing information about the distribution of voxel values in the volume (spatial domain). In addition, we implemented a volume investigation scheme that can also be used to edit the TF, as a dual domain interaction approach. The user can use a clipping plane to sweep the volume, as shown in Fig. 6. The slice sampled by the clipping plane is displayed at the top right as a gray level image directly showing the voxel values. As the mouse pointer moves on the clipping plane or on the slice, the value of the pointed voxel is presented, and a small white square is displayed on the TF graphic plot, indicating the position of that voxel value in the TF domain. By clicking using the mouse left button, the opacity value associated with that voxel value is increased. This scheme allows direct volume inspection and is very useful to emphasize isosurfaces passing through a specific point of the volume.
Fig. 3. Selection of parents for a new population of TFs in the first level of interaction. Selected thumbnails are presented in red background. The volume is the well-known engine data set.

Fig. 4. (a) The crossover operator. The topmost two TFs are the parents and the bottom one is the resulting TF. (b) Three types of mutations applied to a TF. The bottom TF is the result.
3.6. History tree

As discussed by Bavoil et al. [34], it is important to keep track of the evolution of a visualization. In their work, changes made to the pipeline and parameters during the process of building an expressive visualization are recorded to allow retrieving the previous versions as well as to reproduce results later on. This way they also provide a manner to reuse configurations for visualizing different data sets.

In our work we have implemented a persistent history tree of the TFs used to produce visualizations. In the second level of interaction the user is able to save the current TF. The TF is then stored as a node of the tree, together with a snapshot of the respective rendered volume. The history tree is displayed in a separate window and each node is graphically represented by the snapshot taken from the visualization. Any saved TF can be retrieved by clicking on the respective tree node. The tree (see Fig. 7) can be scaled and translated by dragging the mouse and its layout is automatically maintained. The user can also delete branches of the tree when it becomes too large.

4. Implementation details

Our volume rendering tool was implemented in C++ using GLUT [35] and GLUI [36] libraries for the interface (see Fig. 8), and OpenGL [37] and CG [38] for volume visualization. The rendering algorithm runs in GPU and is based on 3D texture sampling using view-aligned slices as proxy geometry. The number of slices can be changed by the user, and is automatically reduced when the volume is being rotated to guarantee interactive rates in both levels of interaction. It is worthy to mention that Engel’s pre-integrated volume rendering method [17] allows high-quality rendering even with a relatively small number of proxy planes.

In our approach, the volume data are stored in the GPU memory as a 3D texture with eight bits of precision. TFs are represented as lookup tables with 256 entries and pre-integrated tables are stored as 2D RGBA textures. We can pre-integrate color and opacity contributions neglecting color attenuation inside volume slabs, which is much faster than full pre-integration. We apply this simplified pre-integration in the first level, since an action can modify several TFs (36 TFs with respective thumbnails in our current interface). In the second level of the interface a single TF is under modification, and then we apply full pre-integration without compromising the interactivity. Volume shading can be enabled or disabled by the user and is based on per-fragment Phong lighting using the gradient of the scalar field as normal vectors.

5. Evaluation and discussion

In this section we describe the experiment performed in order to evaluate our TF design technique and then we present the results. Assuming that our manual TF design tool with dual domain interaction would be at least as good as the traditional interfaces based on adjustment of control points, we wanted to prove the usefulness of our interface by comparing the time and interaction steps needed to build suitable visualizations of selected data sets using all resources of the workspace with the corresponding measurements taken when using only the manual design tool.
5.1. Subjects and procedure

Our subjects were 15 students, 10 of them having no experience in volume visualization and TF specification. Among the five experienced students, two had already developed their own volume visualization tools as well as TF design schemes; the other three were familiarized with volume visualization tools.

The experiment consisted of a training step, in which the subjects used our framework to visualize the Visible Male Head data set (Figs. 9 (a) and (b)), followed by two visualization tasks, one using all resources of the interface (task named as Full) and one using only the manual design tool and the clipping plane (task named as Manual). All tasks consisted in obtaining visualizations of two data sets (Chest and Cadaver Head), revealing the volume structures shown in Figs. 9 (c)–(f). For each task we presented one of these four images and asked the users to produce a visualization of the depicted structure by designing a proper TF. The subjects had never visualized those two data sets and they were instructed to stop the TF design process when they obtained a good visualization, according to their judgment. It was randomly decided whether a subject would start with the Full visualization task, using all framework’s resources, or the Manual task, using only manual TF design and clipping plane. However, to prevent the order effect, we guaranteed that half of the users accomplished Manual first and the other half started with Full. The tasks assigned to the subjects were also randomly chosen among the visualizations of the four volume structures mentioned above.

During the experiments we recorded all interaction steps performed by the subjects, including the time spent in each step and the switching between the two levels of our interface. Two subjects were not able to accomplish the visualization task employing only manual TF specification and stopped after several minutes. After accomplishing the tasks, all subjects answered some questions about the TF design tools provided by our framework, as a subjective evaluation of their usefulness, and gave suggestions for improvements.
5.2. Results and discussion

Most subjects agreed that the interface’s first level provides immediate understanding of the most important structures in the data sets. Also according to the subjects’ comments, the boundary emphasis tool produces, at least, a good starting point, and the stochastic search is very useful for combining TFs that emphasize different structures, exploring new possibilities and refining TFs. They also agreed that our framework is simple to use and fast, due to real-time rendering and interaction.

We also asked the subjects which framework’s tools or features they found most useful. Most of them (12 subjects) mentioned combinations of features, being solely manual design cited by only one. Multiple visualizations (first level) were mentioned by 60% of the subjects as one of the most useful features while stochastic search was cited among the most useful techniques by 73% of them. The clipping plane tool and the boundary emphasis feature were mentioned by 47% and 33% of the subjects, respectively. Only 13% of the subjects reported pure manual design among the most useful tools.

Table 1 summarizes the results obtained from the analysis of recorded data. For accomplishing Manual task, subjects spent 09 min 10 s in average, with a high standard deviation (05 min 22 s), while the Full task lasted 08 min 01 s in average, also with a high standard deviation (05 min 05 s). Although for more than half of the subjects the time spent during Manual was higher than during Full, t-test showed that there is no significant difference between these two sets of time measurements. However, t-test performed with data on number of interaction steps showed significant difference: users performed 185.5 steps in average during Manual task (standard deviation = 168.2), and only 96.5 steps (standard deviation = 61.6 steps) during Full task (p = 0.011, α = 0.05). For most of the subjects, the number of interaction steps was reduced in 60% in average.

The detailed recording of interaction steps allowed us to verify that manual TF refinement is still a bottleneck, and that was the cause of the lack of significant difference in time results. Data showed that even when using all framework’s resources, most of the interaction performed by the subjects was due to the manual refinement phase (see Table A1, in the Appendix, for detailed

![Fig. 7. The tree maintains the history of modifications along the TF design process. The red square indicates the current transfer function.](image)

![Fig. 8. A snapshot of the interface of our framework. Three windows are shown: the rendering window; the history window and the control window.](image)
data). It is worthy to mention that there is no correlation between these measurements and the subjects’ experience or data sets used in the tasks.

An interesting outcome from the analysis of the recorded logs was the patterns of interaction performed by the subjects. When using all resources of our framework, most users performed a very similar sequence of interaction steps. They first used boundary emphasis (three times in average) to obtain appealing thumbnails, which were often inspected in the second level, selected as parents and then used for combination or refinement of TFs by applying stochastic search (3.07 times in average). As a final step, the subjects applied the manual design tool to further refine the TF of a chosen thumbnail. We also noticed that experienced subjects made few level changes and passed to the final manual refinement phase only once. The dual domain interaction tool (clipping plane) was often used during manual design by all the subjects.

6. Conclusions and future work

Despite the considerable attention devoted to the TF specification problem, TF design is still a hard task. We are far away from an ideal solution, but several TF specification methods have proved to be useful. We developed an interactive general purpose volume visualization tool with high-quality volume rendering by adapting, extending and combining known TF specification techniques. Compared with other methods, ours successfully combines two different classes of approaches (image-driven and data-driven), allowing abstractions during the TF design process without preventing user control, since a friendly manual editing interface is also provided.

As a limitation, our method suffers from noise in volume data, and thus another straightforward future work is to apply a pre-processing step of filtering. This step could not only remove noise, but also enhance features present in the volume as shown by Fang et al. [19].

A particularly interesting future work is to extend our approach for multi-dimensional TF design. TF domains with more than two dimensions are very difficult to visually represent and explore, thus abstractions of TF representation are an attractive solution. With this in mind, image-driven approaches, like stochastic evolutive design, deserve special attention. Moreover, our two-level interaction interface is suitable for fast exploration of complex TF domains due to the simultaneous visualization of multiple possibilities. Following this assumption, we want to integrate our two-level interface and TF design tools with our proposal for multi-dimensional TF design [32], which is based on dimensional reduction.
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Appendix A. Interaction steps during experiment

Table A1 shows the number of interaction steps performed by subjects during the visualization tasks in our experiment. One can see that, when using the complete framework (Full task), the number of interaction steps in manual refinement is strongly reduced for most subjects in relation to those measured during the Manual design task.
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